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Winner, Third Place, AJN Book of the Year Awards 2014, Advanced Practice Nursing  "Both editors

have done a wonderful job in building upon the previous versions of this book to create an

exceptionally comprehensive resource... Healthcare continues to evolve at an extremely fast pace

and it is with excellent resources like this that primary care providers can continue to provide quality

care."  Score: 100, 5 stars--Doody's Medical Reviews    Praise for the Second Edition:   "This

textbook provides comprehensive coverage of primary care disorders in an easy-to-read format and

contains invaluable step-by-step instructions for evaluating and managing primary care patients. . .

[It] belongs in every NP and PA's reference library. I highly recommend this wonderful textbook."
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I am a FNP student, and this is very helpful for my clinical and studying for school. It seems to be

up-to-date, and neatly arranged good amount of information to quickly look up for most of the times.

Nothing much to say about. A good resource for anybody in school, or just out of school and start

practicing.

I avoided buying a lot of our required textbooks during my NP education, but this book is a great

buy! It is very concise, easy to read, and helpful during the learning process. I will certainly use it in

the office as well.

So far I am a week into this semester and have already utilized this book and love it! It's concise,



clear, and well organized. Although I just started to use it, I know I already love it! I'm a FNP

student.

This book was a required text for my FNP program. Out of the 8 books purchased, I found this to be

the most helpful. The content is very thorough and is categorized by each illness with a treatment

plan and a list of differential diagnoses. I highly recommend this book, it really helped my get

through school!

A must have book for student NPs starting clinical and those in practice. I used it for my discussion

and papers in school. A large book well worth carrying to clinical. It is easy to read the detailed

information. Each diagnosis averages about 2 pages of information or even more along with current

references and links.

very clear, lots of information but.... it is huge and heavy. worth to keep at the office for reference,

not to carry around

Love this book, it is a great resource and helped a lot with preparation during NP school. My only

issue with the book is that the electronic format didn't have page numbers marked which made it

difficult to follow assigned reading during school when asked to read certain pages. Otherwise,

excellent resource.

Great quick reference to many common ailments. Also includes first and second line treatment

options. It's a book I will use as soon as I start practicing as a FNP.
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